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Get control of your costs

Easy setup
Import of matching
schemes
Standard Nav GUI
Pre-built

Now also available with full integration
to InExchange Network

THE CHALLENGE
Traditional EDI is struggling with a lot of challenges and problem areas
and don’t always meet today’s business’s needs.

Many standards, formats, protocols, ways of
communications, etc.

It’s a challenge to get control over total cost, due to
complex implementation environments and instable
solutions that demands huge support, maintenance and
time for error resolution.

process integration.

Batch architecture and no real-time interaction.

THE GOLDEN EDI WAY
Todays needs for interaction between companies still includes traditional EDI Documents, but is
moving towards more modern real-time solutions that integrates the businesses of the parties.

Smart conversion and mapping methods makes this
easy.

consumption models.

for Business Rules.

fatal stops in the process.

Information exchange in real time using a variety of
methods.

GOLDEN EDI
Golden EDI is built with purpose to address and deliver on today’s requirements for customers

FTP, Web Service, etc.

Connected EDI Party #1

Cloud Service
Data mapping
Data and consistency
control
Error handling

VAN-Parnter

Connected EDI Party #2

Golden EDI is a combination of two components, one
installed in Microsoft Dynamics NAV and one in Azure
Cloud, communicating with Web-service for incoming
and outgoing messages / documents.

From the Cloud Service the communication reach other
parties through FTP, Web-service, HTTP, etc. The
communication is directly with the parties or through a
VAN-partner if necessary.

Seamless process integration, all EDI
interaction/handling is integrated as a natural part of
the main process.

There is no need for programming inside Microsoft
Dynamics NAV!

An indicator is built into Golden EDI to show the status
of the document exchange. The status works both on
incoming and outgoing documents and helps the user
to follow the process in real-time.
Provides

Provides control checkpoints and consistency
validations.
All type of data in Microsoft Dynamics NAV is possible to
exchange, not only traditionally EDI document/
information.

Instead
datachecks, eventhandling is done inside Microsoft
converted in our cloud service.
We

Cloud Service, VAN, customer direct, etc.

cooperate together with data consistency checks that is
standard in Microsoft Dynamics NAV and gives a stable
and secure solution.
Mapping, direct information, in and out, to its proper

Consistency, error management to avoid incorrect
sending or receiving.

MAKING GOLDEN EDI
By becoming a Golden EDI partner you are able to
provide
without having
to bother about implemen ng and integra ng EDI into
the ERP system.
Instead of spending your me on the implementa on
details in the ERP system, you may focus on the

The Golden EDI Cloud Service is provided as a
subscrip on. There are four levels: Mini,
,
and
. In addi
you may use for tes ng purpose to get started.
Please ask for our current pricelist.

business cases and the EDI formats to use.

Install the Golden EDI Extension for Microsoft Dynamics NAV

By using Microsoft Dynamics NAV, you already have access to the Golden EDI extension.

Sign up for a free Golden EDI Cloud Service account
Send an EDI message to the Golden EDI Cloud service and watch it end up in your Microsoft
Dynamics NAV installa on.

contact@goldenedi.com
Norra Storgatan 8, 1tr
SE-252 20 Helsingborg
Sweden

www.goldenedi.com

Welcome to our world!

